DATA S H E E T

Conga Composer for
the public sector
Beautiful, accurate digital documents
with the click of a button

Achieve a higher level of productivity with data-driven
document generation
Whether you have inter-agency correspondence to send out, task order updates, acquisition
regulations, loan applications to process, inspection reporting, case management documents,
or other presentations and reports that keep business running smoothly year after year,
documents are at the core of your organization.
With Conga Composer, you can easily create, share, and edit perfect digital documents every
time, directly populated with your data. Use pre-built templates to automatically create
engaging, organization-specific documents with a single click. Send accurate, consistent
communications that enhance productivity and mitigate risk.

Challenges

Key benefits

y Outdated, tedious, and paper-heavy processes

y Streamline document creation processes and

require manual copying and pasting

speed up organization workflow

y Old templates often contain incorrect data and

y Reduce resource requirements and increase

out-of-date acquisition regulations

operational efficiency

y Finding and accessing current, accurate

y Automate to eliminate manual tasks

documents is a constant struggle

y Capture and retain centralized institutional

y Inconsistencies and mistakes can hinder

knowledge

productivity

y Save to a centralized repository where the most
up-to-date documents can be accessed
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83% of leaders believe digital document transformation has or
will dramatically improve overall productivity
Composer has the features you need to streamline document generation from start to finish.
y Document generation: Automate the document
creation process using templates, rules, and
data.

y Store files: Save a copy in Salesforce, Google
Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, Box, and Amazon S3.
y Send via link: Attachment sizes for outbound

y File formats: Generate documents for any use
case with multiple template formats, including

emails are no longer a concern with multiple
attachments and large file sizes.

DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, PDF, and HTML email.

y Notifications, tracking, and history: Receive

y Merge data: Merge data from standard or

real-time engagement notifications when a

custom Salesforce objects.
y External data: Merge data stored in
nonSalesforce databases into your Composer
template.

document has been viewed, including who has
viewed it and for how long.
y eSignature: Securely send documents that are
ready for electronic signature using Conga Sign.

y Data formatting: Use tables, images, rich text,

y Custom branding: Custom brand the Composer

charts, dashboards, custom fonts, watermarks,

interface with your organization logo to increase

dynamic formulas, and currency.

consistency and awareness.

y Conditional generation: Conditionally display
sections of a document, group data, and
calculate formulas according to organization
workflow.

y API: Create your own interface as part of
another application.
y Integration with cloud security provider (CASB):
Integrate with third-party data encryptions

y Live edit: Preview and edit your document before

CipherCloud and Perspecsys.

it’s delivered according to the specified method
(like email or download).
y Update Salesforce: Log activities, update fields
in Salesforce, and post messages in Chatter.

For more information
Email info@conga.com or call your local
Conga office to talk to an advisor.
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